Do you do industrial pipe work? The Hooker / Rack-A-Tier combo can replace your tripod for small jobs. Don’t have a tripod? With a Ridgid® 18” aluminum pipe wrench and Rack-A-Tiers, the Hooker will put you in the pipe business. The Hooker really can handle your rigid pipe work.
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NOTE: REQUIRED PIPE WRENCH (not supplied) is an 18” RIDGID® or equivalent fit.
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Pipe Spring Bender

YOU CAN COLD BEND

RIGID PVC PIPE WITHOUT PIPE COLLAPSE OR FRACTURE

- NO HEAT GUNS
- NO HEAT BLANKETS
- FEWER PVC FITTINGS

FASTER AND EASIER THAN CUTTING AND GLUEING FACTORY FITTINGS

HOW?

IN SERT THE PIPE SP RING INTO THE PIPE AND BEND ACROSS YO UR KNEE!!

Cold PVC Pipe Bender

Definition of Cold

NOTE: Pipe should be 60° F or warmer. PVC pipe requires slight over bending which will “pop back” a few degrees upon the release of bending pressure.

Hang up that heat gun and can that glue can. Your knee is faster and the Pipe Spring Bender makes it easy to bend 1/2” & 3/4” PVC. Add a little brute force and you can bend 1” too. Believe it!
Rack-A-Tiers®

The ONE TOOL that does it all!

Versatile • Waterproof • Rustproof • Reliable • Rugged • Fast

ONE SIZE Rack-A-Tiers FITS ALL

Up to: 34” / .9m • 330 lb / 150 kg wire reels